
Name: Keenan Allen

Height: 6-2 

Weight: 206

School California

Year: Sophmore

Date: 12/28/2011

Opponent: Texas

Score: 10-21

Location: San Diego

Surface Grass

Climate: night

Temp. Temperat

The Rookie Scouting Portfolio Wide Receiver Scouting Checklist

Overall Score: 92.5

Target: 15

Missed Target: 5

Drops: 1

Juggles: 0

Dropped After Contact: 0

Rec: 9

Rec After Contact: 0

Difficult Rec: 1

Rec Yards: 82

Yards After Catch: 36

Yards per Catch: 0

Rec Tds: 0

Yards per Td: 0

Rush Att: 2

Rush Yds: 8

Rush Tds: 0

Fumbles: 0

Game Stat

Separation Score: 11

Routes Score: 25

Receiving Score: 26

Elusiveness Score 5

BHandling Score: 6
Balance Score: 4

Blocking Score: 2

Vision Score: 5

Power Score: 5 Durability Score: 4

Category Score

Gets appropriate route depth - 4pts: Yes

Works back to the quarterback - 2pts: Yes

Breaks back to the football - 4pts: Yes

Awareness of sideline - 2pts: Yes

Sinks hips into breaks - 5pts: Yes

Finds soft area of zone coverage - 3pts: Yes

Doesn't tip off routes - 3pts: Yes

Sets up breaks - 2pts: Yes

Uses body to shield defender from pass - 3pts: No

Catches ball with hands away from body - 5pts: Yes

Adjusts body to the flight of the ball - 1pt: Yes

Catches ball w/back to the line of scrimmage-1pt: Yes

Catches ball in tight coverage - 3pts: Yes

Catches ball after contact - 5pts: Yes

Catches ball cleanly - 7pts: Yes

Makes difficult catches - 1pt: Yes

Gets head around and hands up quickly out of the break - 3pts: Yes

Uses hands to release from press - 5pts: Yes

Uses feet effectively to release from press - 5pts: Yes

Separation on intermediate/deep routes - 1pt: Yes

Carries ball under correct arm - 1pt.: Yes

Demonstrates ball security - 2pts.: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit - 3pts.: Yes

Lower body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Upper body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Avoids direct shots - 1pt: Yes

Can string moves together in space - 1pt: Yes

Makes sharp lateral cuts - 1pt: Yes

Diagnoses blocking assignments correctly - 1pt: Yes

Effective cut block technique - 0.5pt: No

Good hand placement on stand up blocks - 0.5pt: Yes

Can deliver a punch on stand up block - 0.5pt: No

Mirrors/moves feet effectively on stand up blocks - 0.5pt: No

Good decisions - 2pts: Yes

Patience - 1pt: Yes

Open field - 2pts: Yes

Leg power, drives through arm tackles - 2pts: Yes

Effective stiff arm - 1pt: Yes

Runs behind pad/Has good pad level - 1pt: Yes

Second effort/keeps legs moving after contact - 1pt: Yes

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunities to play thus far in college career - 2pts: No

Without chronic injuries throughout college career (Two or more injuries to same body part) - 2pts: Yes

Without injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career - 2pts: Yes

Routes

Receiving

Separation Ball Handling 

Elusiveness Blocking

Vision Power 

Durability



Name: Keenan Allen Date: 12/28/2011 Opponent: Texas

WR Scouting Profile
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 Allen gained 21 yards from a 3rd and 3 pass with 13:30 in the third quarter from a 10 personnel 1x3 receiver set with the trips left bunched to the left side of the formation. 
Allen ran a corner route where he useed a nice swim move to get outside the CB and to the left flat, catching the ball over his outside shoulder in tight coverage for the gain. 
Excellent job using his outside arm to punch the CB and the inside arm to swim over. The extension and retraction of his arms to make the late-hands catch was also impressive
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Allen drew an interference penalty on 3rd and 20 with 3:40 in the first quarter from a 20 personnel offset I shotgun set from a 1x2 receiver set. Allen was slot right against zone 
coverage on a deep cross, but the LB dropping in zone down the middle of the field did not turn back to the ball as he blocked the path of Allen as the ball arrived.  Allen was 
targeted on a 2nd and 10 pass with 5:25 in the half from an 11 personnel 1x2 receier shotgun set. Allen set up a nice break on a hook from the slot but the pass was thrown 
inside and Allen broke outside on the route, incomplete. Allen dropped his hips to make a quick turn on the route.  Allen gained 21 yards from a 3rd and 3 pass with 13:30 in the 
third quarter from a 10 personnel 1x3 receiver set with the trips left bunched to the left side of the formation. Allen ran a corner route where he useed a nice swim move to get 
outside the CB and to the left flat, catching the ball over his outside shoulder in tight coverage for the gain. Excellent job using his outside arm to punch the CB and the inside 
arm to swim over. The extension and retraction of his arms to make the late-hands catch was also impressive
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On the play after he lost eight yards on an end around he lost two yards from a 2x3 empty set with 3:00 in the first quarter on a smash screen as the outside slot receiver on the 
trips side of the formation. He caught the ball three yards behind the line of scrimmage with is hands but the LB read the play and got a free shot with a running start on Allen 
because his RT tried to cut block a defender directly in front of the receiver's path and forced him to hurdle the fallen teammated just before he was hit by the LB. Good job 
hanging onto the ball after contact. Allen was targeted on a back shoulder throw between the CB and S on 3rd and 20 with 2:20 in the first quarter, but the QB lofted the ball 
rather than threw the line drive and the defender over top made the interception. Allen was looking for the ball to arrive behind him and not over his head. Allen was targeted on 
2nd and 10 with 1:03 in the first quarter from a 3x1, 10 personnel pistol set. Allen was the outside slot receiver on the trips side of the formation and targeted on another smash 
route. This time when he caught the ball with his hands he mad a slight hesitation to wait for his blockers to get ahead of him and then dip outside a defender diving for his lets 
five yards downfield and then leap over a fallen blocker eight yards downfield to extend the ball over the first down marker fort a total of 11. Good patience, change of direction, 
and second effort. Allen was targeted on 1st and 10 from a weakside trips, 11 personnel shotgun set with 12:36 in the half. Allen let a hook route in the left flat bounce off his 
hands while facing the qB on a designed roll. Allen let the ball bounce off his chest as it went through his hands. Allen was targeted on a 2nd and 10 pass with 5:25 in the half 
from an 11 personnel 1x2 receier shotgun set. Allen set up a nice break on a hook from the slot but the pass was thrown inside and Allen broke outside on the route, incomplete. 
Allen dropped his hips to make a quick turn on the route. Allen was targeted with 2:06 in the slot over the middle and he drew an interference call against the LB because he 
beat the LB to the path of the ball and the LB knocked Allen to the ground before it arrived. Allen gained 11 yards on a 3rd and 5, 3x2 empty set with 1:24 in the half. He ran a 
short hook outside the LB in zone from the inside slot of the trips side of the formation, catching the ball a step beyond the first down marker and did a fantastic job ducking 
under the LB's wrap to get up the flat another six yards. He was wrapepd by the S and CB that he split to get up field. Allen lost two yards two plays later on 2nd an 17 with 0:56 
in the half as the slot receiver on a smash screen that was again sniffed out and wrapped up in the backfield. Allen gained 21 yards from a 3rd and 3 pass with 13:30 in the third 
quarter from a 10 personnel 1x3 receiver set with the trips left bunched to the left side of the formation. Allen ran a corner route where he useed a nice swim move to get 
outside the CB and to the left flat, catching the ball over his outside shoulder in tight coverage for the gain. Excellent job using his outside arm to punch the CB and the inside 
arm to swim over. The extension and retraction of his arms to make the late-hands catch was also impressive. Three plays later, Allen gained 19 yards on 3rd and 11 from a 20 
personnel 1x2 receiver set. Allen was slot left with a CB and a safety over top staggered by five yards. Both defenders blitzed the QB and left Allen running free up the left flat. 
The WR worked back to the middle of the field for the QB and broke back to the ball to make a catch underneath the deep zone 13 yards downfield. He curled to the right hash 
for another eight yards and running over the wraps to his legs by two defenders to fall forward through contact for another five of his eight yards after the catch. Allen gaiend 10 
yards on a 3rd and 3 to set up a first and goal run for a touchdown. The play came with 10:16 from a 11 personne trips left on a drag route that he caught a yard past the line of 
scrimmage with his hands while facing the QB.  He did a good job tucking the ball under his left arm and using his right arm to push off the top of the CB's shoulders as he 
leaped over the shooting defender to get the first down and then stay on his feet to earn another five up the left side. Great balance and agility. He inadvertently stepped out of 
bounds to get leverage for lowering his inside shoulder into the safety at the four so he could finish strong. Allen gained four yards on 2nd and 15 with 10:15 left from a 12 
personnel shotgun set with receivers split weakside of the unbalanced line. Allen ran a quick hitch under the zone left by the blitzing CB and caught the ball at the right hash four 
yards downfield facing the QB. He tried to dip inside the defender comign over top but was dragged down for no gain after the catch. Allen gained 10 yards on 3rd and 6 with 
4:45 left from an empty shotgun set as the inside slot receiver on the trips side runnign a short flat route that he caught with his hands ona  ball thrown a little behind him about 
four yards downfield. He turned up the flat just outside the numbers and lowered his pads into the CB who got lower and  delivered an upper cut of a shioulder that knocked Allen 
sideways but the WR still managed to moe forward for another four yards, keeping his balance through the wrap of to other defenders. Nice balance after contact.
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Allen lost eight yards on 1st and 10 with 3:40 in the first quarter on an end around pitch where the LDE got great penetration off the edge and met the WR eight yards in the 
backfield within a step of him catching the pitch. Allen tried to spin inside the DE and nearly break free of the wrap but he ran into the LT and that gave the DE a second chance 
to cinch his wrap and bring Allen to the ground with a host of two more defeenders. Good quick move on the play. On the play after he lost eight yards on an end around he lost 
two yards from a 2x3 empty set with 3:00 in the first quarter on a smash screen as the outside slot receiver on the trips side of the formation. He caught the ball three yards 
behind the line of scrimmage with is hands but the LB read the play and got a free shot with a running start on Allen because his RT tried to cut block a defender directly in front 
of the receiver's path and forced him to hurdle the fallen teammated just before he was hit by the LB. Allen was targeted on 2nd and 10 with 1:03 in the first quarter from a 3x1, 
10 personnel pistol set. Allen was the outside slot receiver on the trips side of the formation and targeted on another smash route. This time when he caught the ball with his 
hands he mad a slight hesitation to wait for his blockers to get ahead of him and then dip outside a defender diving for his lets five yards downfield and then leap over a fallen 
blocker eight yards downfield to extend the ball over the first down marker fort a total of 11. Good patience, change of direction, and second effort. Allen gained 11 yards on a 
3rd and 5, 3x2 empty set with 1:24 in the half. He ran a short hook outside the LB in zone from the inside slot of the trips side of the formation, catching the ball a step beyond 
the first down marker and did a fantastic job ducking under the LB's wrap to get up the flat another six yards. He was wrapepd by the S and CB that he split to get up field. Allen 
gaiend 10 yards on a 3rd and 3 to set up a first and goal run for a touchdown. The play came with 10:16 from a 11 personne trips left on a drag route that he caught a yard past 
the line of scrimmage with his hands while facing the QB.  He did a good job tucking the ball under his left arm and using his right arm to push off the top of the CB's shoulders 
as he leaped over the shooting defender to get the first down and then stay on his feet to earn another five up the left side. Great balance and agility. He inadvertently stepped 
out of bounds to get leverage for lowering his inside shoulder into the safety at the four so he could finish strong. Allen gained 16 yards on a 1st and 10 pass with 4:52 in the 
thrid quarter from from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set.  He was used as the RB on a belly play to left end. He made a great inside out juke to put the LB on his behind 
in the left flat two yards past the line of scrimmage just after gaining the corner. He gained 11 more after that move. Good job carrying the ball under his sideline arm. Allen 
gained 10 yards on 3rd and 6 with 4:45 left from an empty shotgun set as the inside slot receiver on the trips side runnign a short flat route that he caught with his hands ona  
ball thrown a little behind him about four yards downfield. He turned up the flat just outside the numbers and lowered his pads into the CB who got lower and  delivered an upper 
cut of a shioulder that knocked Allen sideways but the WR still managed to moe forward for another four yards, keeping his balance through the wrap of to other defenders. Nice 
balance after contact.
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On the play after he lost eight yards on an end around he lost two yards from a 2x3 empty set with 3:00 in the first quarter on a smash screen as the outside slot receiver on 
the trips side of the formation. He caught the ball three yards behind the line of scrimmage with is hands but the LB read the play and got a free shot with a running start on 
Allen because his RT tried to cut block a defender directly in front of the receiver's path and forced him to hurdle the fallen teammated just before he was hit by the LB. Good 
ball security. Allen gaiend 10 yards on a 3rd and 3 to set up a first and goal run for a touchdown. The play came with 10:16 from a 11 personne trips left on a drag route that he 
caught a yard past the line of scrimmage with his hands while facing the QB.  He did a good job tucking the ball under his left arm and using his right arm to push off the top of 
the CB's shoulders as he leaped over the shooting defender to get the first down and then stay on his feet to earn another five up the left side. Great balance and agility. He 
inadvertently stepped out of bounds to get leverage for lowering his inside shoulder into the safety at the four so he could finish strong. Allen gained 16 yards on a 1st and 10 
pass with 4:52 in the thrid quarter from from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set.  He was used as the RB on a belly play to left end. He made a great inside out juke to 
put the LB on his behind in the left flat two yards past the line of scrimmage just after gaining the corner. He gained 11 more after that move. Good job carrying the ball under 
his sideline arm.



Name: Keenan Allen Date: 12/28/2011 Opponent: Texas

WR Scouting Profile
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Allen gained 19 yards on 3rd and 11 from a 20 personnel 1x2 receiver set. Allen was slot left with a CB and a safety over top staggered by five yards. Both defenders blitzed the 
QB and left Allen running free up the left flat. The WR worked back to the middle of the field for the QB and broke back to the ball to make a catch underneath the deep zone 13 
yards downfield. He curled to the right hash for another eight yards and running over the wraps to his legs by two defenders to fall forward through contact for another five of 
his eight yards after the catch. Allen gained 10 yards on 3rd and 6 with 4:45 left from an empty shotgun set as the inside slot receiver on the trips side runnign a short flat 
route that he caught with his hands ona  ball thrown a little behind him about four yards downfield. He turned up the flat just outside the numbers and lowered his pads into the 
CB who got lower and  delivered an upper cut of a shioulder that knocked Allen sideways but the WR still managed to moe forward for another four yards, keeping his balance 
through the wrap of to other defenders. Nice balance after contact.
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Allen tried to cut block a CB from slot right with 7:37 in the first quarter on a frist and 10 run play but he dropped his head too soon and shot across the defender's legs rather 
than through them. The CB was able to sidestep the block and make the tackle on the RB. Allen tried to block a safety on the next play, but he didn't see his LT on the grond in 
front of him and he was cut by his own player with 6:57 in the first quarter.
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Allen lost eight yards on 1st and 10 with 3:40 in the first quarter on an end around pitch where the LDE got great penetration off the edge and met the WR eight yards in the 
backfield within a step of him catching the pitch. Allen tried to spin inside the DE and nearly break free of the wrap but he ran into the LT and that gave the DE a second chance 
to cinch his wrap and bring Allen to the ground with a host of two more defeenders. Good quick move on the play. Allen was targeted on 2nd and 10 with 1:03 in the first 
quarter from a 3x1, 10 personnel pistol set. Allen was the outside slot receiver on the trips side of the formation and targeted on another smash route. This time when he 
caught the ball with his hands he mad a slight hesitation to wait for his blockers to get ahead of him and then dip outside a defender diving for his lets five yards downfield and 
then leap over a fallen blocker eight yards downfield to extend the ball over the first down marker fort a total of 11. Good patience, change of direction, and second effort. Allen 
gained 11 yards on a 3rd and 5, 3x2 empty set with 1:24 in the half. He ran a short hook outside the LB in zone from the inside slot of the trips side of the formation, catching 
the ball a step beyond the first down marker and did a fantastic job ducking under the LB's wrap to get up the flat another six yards. He was wrapepd by the S and CB that he 
split to get up field. Allen gained 19 yards on 3rd and 11 from a 20 personnel 1x2 receiver set. Allen was slot left with a CB and a safety over top staggered by five yards. Both 
defenders blitzed the QB and left Allen running free up the left flat. The WR worked back to the middle of the field for the QB and broke back to the ball to make a catch 
underneath the deep zone 13 yards downfield. He curled to the right hash for another eight yards and running over the wraps to his legs by two defenders to fall forward 
through contact for another five of his eight yards after the catch. Allen gaiend 10 yards on a 3rd and 3 to set up a first and goal run for a touchdown. The play came with 10:16 
from a 11 personne trips left on a drag route that he caught a yard past the line of scrimmage with his hands while facing the QB.  He did a good job tucking the ball under his 
left arm and using his right arm to push off the top of the CB's shoulders as he leaped over the shooting defender to get the first down and then stay on his feet to earn another 
five up the left side. Great balance and agility. He inadvertently stepped out of bounds to get leverage for lowering his inside shoulder into the safety at the four so he could 
finish strong.  Allen gained 16 yards on a 1st and 10 pass with 4:52 in the thrid quarter from from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set.  He was used as the RB on a belly 
play to left end. He made a great inside out juke to put the LB on his behind in the left flat two yards past the line of scrimmage just after gaining the corner. He gained 11 
more after that move. Good job carrying the ball under his sideline arm. Allen gained 10 yards on 3rd and 6 with 4:45 left from an empty shotgun set as the inside slot receiver 
on the trips side runnign a short flat route that he caught with his hands ona  ball thrown a little behind him about four yards downfield. He turned up the flat just outside the 
numbers and lowered his pads into the CB who got lower and  delivered an upper cut of a shioulder that knocked Allen sideways but the WR still managed to moe forward for 
another four yards, keeping his balance through the wrap of to other defenders. Nice balance after contact.
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Allen lost eight yards on 1st and 10 with 3:40 in the first quarter on an end around pitch where the LDE got great penetration off the edge and met the WR eight yards in the 
backfield within a step of him catching the pitch. Allen tried to spin inside the DE and nearly break free of the wrap but he ran into the LT and that gave the DE a second chance 
to cinch his wrap and bring Allen to the ground with a host of two more defeenders. Good quick move on the play. Allen gained 19 yards on 3rd and 11 from a 20 personnel 1x2 
receiver set. Allen was slot left with a CB and a safety over top staggered by five yards. Both defenders blitzed the QB and left Allen running free up the left flat. The WR worked 
back to the middle of the field for the QB and broke back to the ball to make a catch underneath the deep zone 13 yards downfield. He curled to the right hash for another eight 
yards and running over the wraps to his legs by two defenders to fall forward through contact for another five of his eight yards after the catch. Allen gaiend 10 yards on a 3rd 
and 3 to set up a first and goal run for a touchdown. The play came with 10:16 from a 11 personne trips left on a drag route that he caught a yard past the line of scrimmage 
with his hands while facing the QB.  He did a good job tucking the ball under his left arm and using his right arm to push off the top of the CB's shoulders as he leaped over the 
shooting defender to get the first down and then stay on his feet to earn another five up the left side. Great balance and agility. He inadvertently stepped out of bounds to get 
leverage for lowering his inside shoulder into the safety at the four so he could finish strong. Allen gained 10 yards on 3rd and 6 with 4:45 left from an empty shotgun set as the 
inside slot receiver on the trips side runnign a short flat route that he caught with his hands ona  ball thrown a little behind him about four yards downfield. He turned up the 
flat just outside the numbers and lowered his pads into the CB who got lower and  delivered an upper cut of a shioulder that knocked Allen sideways but the WR still managed to 
moe forward for another four yards, keeping his balance through the wrap of to other defenders. Nice balance after contact.
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Allen gained 16 yards on a 1st and 10 pass with 4:52 in the thrid quarter from from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set.  He was used as the RB on a belly play to left 
end. He made a great inside out juke to put the LB on his behind in the left flat two yards past the line of scrimmage just after gaining the corner. He gained 11 more after that 
move. Good job carrying the ball under his sideline arm.  He left the field holding his right side. He returned to the game to tally two more receptions. Ankle injury and PCL 
injury to knee cost him games in sophomore and junior year, but neither is too serious of an injury.
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Name: Keenan Allen

Height: 6-2 

Weight: 206

School Califronia

Year: Sophmore

Date: 10/13/2011

Opponent: USC

Score: 9-30

Location: San Francisco

Surface Grass

Climate: Sunshine

Temp. Temperat

The Rookie Scouting Portfolio Wide Receiver Scouting Checklist

Overall Score: 84.5

Target: 18

Missed Target: 3

Drops: 0

Juggles: 0

Dropped After Contact: 1

Rec: 13

Rec After Contact: 2

Difficult Rec: 0

Rec Yards: 2E+02

Yards After Catch: 63

Yards per Catch: 0

Rec Tds: 0

Yards per Td: 0

Rush Att: 0

Rush Yds: 0

Rush Tds: 0

Fumbles: 1

Game Stat

Separation Score: 6

Routes Score: 28

Receiving Score: 25

Elusiveness Score 5

BHandling Score: 2
Balance Score: 4

Blocking Score: 3

Vision Score: 4

Power Score: 4 Durability Score: 4

Category Score

Gets appropriate route depth - 4pts: Yes

Works back to the quarterback - 2pts: Yes

Breaks back to the football - 4pts: Yes

Awareness of sideline - 2pts: Yes

Sinks hips into breaks - 5pts: Yes

Finds soft area of zone coverage - 3pts: Yes

Doesn't tip off routes - 3pts: Yes

Sets up breaks - 2pts: Yes

Uses body to shield defender from pass - 3pts: Yes

Catches ball with hands away from body - 5pts: Yes

Adjusts body to the flight of the ball - 1pt: Yes

Catches ball w/back to the line of scrimmage-1pt: No

Catches ball in tight coverage - 3pts: Yes

Catches ball after contact - 5pts: Yes

Catches ball cleanly - 7pts: Yes

Makes difficult catches - 1pt: Yes

Gets head around and hands up quickly out of the break - 3pts: Yes

Uses hands to release from press - 5pts: No

Uses feet effectively to release from press - 5pts: Yes

Separation on intermediate/deep routes - 1pt: Yes

Carries ball under correct arm - 1pt.: No

Demonstrates ball security - 2pts.: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit - 3pts.: No

Lower body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Upper body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Avoids direct shots - 1pt: Yes

Can string moves together in space - 1pt: Yes

Makes sharp lateral cuts - 1pt: Yes

Diagnoses blocking assignments correctly - 1pt: Yes

Effective cut block technique - 0.5pt: No

Good hand placement on stand up blocks - 0.5pt: Yes

Can deliver a punch on stand up block - 0.5pt: Yes

Mirrors/moves feet effectively on stand up blocks - 0.5pt: Yes

Good decisions - 2pts: Yes

Patience - 1pt: No

Open field - 2pts: Yes

Leg power, drives through arm tackles - 2pts: Yes

Effective stiff arm - 1pt: No

Runs behind pad/Has good pad level - 1pt: Yes

Second effort/keeps legs moving after contact - 1pt: Yes

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunities to play thus far in college career - 2pts: No

Without chronic injuries throughout college career (Two or more injuries to same body part) - 2pts: Yes

Without injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career - 2pts: Yes

Routes

Receiving

Separation Ball Handling 

Elusiveness Blocking

Vision Power 

Durability



Name: Keenan Allen Date: 10/13/2011 Opponent: USC

WR Scouting Profile
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What flies off the screen when I watched Allen was his ability to make defenders miss in the open field with a variety of moves that you don't often see from one player in a 
game, much less within the span of a four-yard gain. Allen is lightning quick, sharp with his moves, and he sees the openings in tight quarters better than many players at his 
position. He understands when and where to break against zone coverage so he can get open underneath and when the ball is in his hands, he's capable of scoring on any given 
play.
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If Allen could gain another 10-15 pounds with his height and speed, he could become a more formidable yards after the catch receiver. Right now he falls down when hit squarely 
by a defender in open space. The challenge for college opponents is getting a hat on Allen in the first place. This will surely be an issue for NFL defenders, too, but the 
oppportunities in the open field without facing a direct shot will be fewer than they are in the FBS. Most of the time, Allen was used as a zone receiver and I didn't see him run 
routes where he had to be especially sharp with his timing on breaks or make lpays in tight coverage that will be required of him more frequently in the NFL. However, I did see 
him against Cal Davis, Arizona State, and Nevada and he used very sharp cuts and demonstrated strong skill at the sideline.
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Allen gained 27 yards on a 1st and 10 pass from a 2x2, 10 personnel shotgun set with 7:58 in the third quarter as the outside receiver on the right side with a defender in zone 
seven yards off the ball inside Allen at the right hash. Allen ran a crossing route five yards past the line of scrimmage, making a good break inside that was fou yards under the 
DB. He caught the ball on the run five yards past the line in the middle of the field and took it up the left flat about 12 yards before dipping outside the CB coming up the left flat 
to tackle him. Allen hurdled the CB diving for his legs to reach the sideline by the time he was 15 yards downfield. The hurdle was effortless and he didn't break stride as he 
turned up the boundary behind a teammate and zoomed past the remaining defneders for what appeared to be a long score, but he stepped out of bounds 12 yards up the 
sideline for a total 27 on the play. Speed is not an issue with Allen. Allen gained 18 yards on a 1st and 10 pass with 0:40 in the third quarter from an 11 personnel weakside trips 
shotgun set. Allen ran a corner route from his spot as the inside slot receiver on the trips side. He got open under the deep zone to make a grap with his hands over his head at 
the USC five, snatching the ball from the air and turning outside a wrap for another two yards to the three. He was exepecting more contact than he took at the point of the 
catch and did a good job of shielding the ball from the defender. He also did a good job dipping outside the LB in shallow zone to avoid contact at the start of his route.
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 Allen gained another five yards two plays later on 2nd and 10 ith 4:20 in the first quarter from a 10 personnel, 3x1 shotgun set. Allen ran a short square-in that he caught at his 
back shoulder as the defender tried to cut the route over top. He caught the ball while taking the hit. He set up the break with a sharp jab step outside. He didn't attack the ball 
out of his break, but the position of the pass helped him make the catch in tight coverage attacking the pass. Allen gained 18 yards on a 1st and 10  pass with 2:31 in the half 
from a 2x1 receiver, 20 personnel shotgun formation. Allen was slot right with a CB playing shallow zone but crowding him at the line of scrimmage. The CB didn't pressed Allen, 
who took an outside release and then cut over top CB to the inside on a dagger route just underneath two DBs 16 yards downfield near the right hash. He caught the ball out of 
his break, a nice flat break, with his hands and turned inside the safety to get a couple more before that DB wrapped him to the ground. Allen gained 27 yards on a 1st and 10 
pass from a 2x2, 10 personnel shotgun set with 7:58 in the third quarter as the outside receiver on the right side with a defender in zone seven yards off the ball inside Allen at 
the right hash. Allen ran a crossing route five yards past the line of scrimmage, making a good break inside that was fou yards under the DB. He caught the ball on the run five 
yards past the line in the middle of the field and took it up the left flat about 12 yards before dipping outside the CB coming up the left flat to tackle him. Allen hurdled the CB 
diving for his legs to reach the sideline by the time he was 15 yards downfield. The hurdle was effortless and he didn't break stride as he turned up the boundary behind a 
teammate and zoomed past the remaining defneders for what appeared to be a long score, but he stepped out of bounds 12 yards up the sideline for a total 27 on the play. Allen 
gained 18 yards on a 1st and 10 pass with 0:40 in the third quarter from an 11 personnel weakside trips shotgun set. Allen ran a corner route from his spot as the inside slot 
receiver on the trips side. He got open under the deep zone to make a grap with his hands over his head at the USC five, snatching the ball from the air and turning outside a 
wrap for another two yards to the three. He was exepecting more contact than he took at the point of the catch and did a good job of shielding the ball from the defender. He 
also did a good job dipping outside the LB in shallow zone to avoid contact at the start of his route. Allen gained 14 yard on the next play, a 21 personnel strongside I pistol set 
with both receivers strong side with 12:13 left. Allen was slot left against a zone defender five yards off the line. The WR got inside the defender with a stutter and then broke 
inside the flat to make the catch 12 yards downfield with his hands with a CB in the flat heading straight for him. Allen made a quick dip inside for another two yards. Allen's 
final catch was an 18-yard completion on 3rd and 5 with 3:47 left from a 2x2, 10 personnel shotgun set on an out from the slot. He caught eh ball in the right flat with his hand 
just under the safety and gained a yard before he was wrapped by the DB and pushed out of bounds.
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Allen's first target was a 3rd and 7 target for 10 yrads with 13:40 in the first quarter from a 10 personnel, 3x1 receiver shotgun set. Allen was split wide left on the trips side of 
the formation with a cornerback three yards off the line of scrimmage. Allen ran a quick slant against this cushion, catching the ball just across the face of the CB six yards 
downfield. He caught the ball with his hands, but very close to his body as the defender wrapped him from behind. Allen nearly twisted free of the wrap by turning up the left 
hash, falling fowrad another four yards after he broke free but lost his balance in the process. Good catch in traffic. Allen gained another four yards on the next play from an 11-
personnel, weakside trips, pistol set with the RB flanking the QB to the trips side of the formation. Allen was the inside slot receiver and he drifted to the right flat behind the line 
of scrimmage to catch a screen pass about three yards deep. He turned back to the QB, caught the ball with his hands over his inside shoulder and turned up the flat to see a DB 
about two feet away from him coming through his teammate trying to block the defender from the outside. Allen made a highly impressive, tight spin move to the inside that 
made the defender miss and give his teammate a second chance to hit the defender. Allen finished his spin facing downfield a foot from the line of scrimmage and with two 
defenders in sight coming from the inside. He made a sharp cut inside the first downfender and then cut outside the second defender all within the span of two seconds. He 
earned four yards, but the backside pursuit wrapped him from behind and swatted the ball from his grasp. It was a perfect punch with the wrap, but Allen still could have carried 
the ball higher to his body. Allen's moves were spectacular and his quickness was fantastic considering that it was apparent he wsn't playing decisively as a runner as much as he 
was reacting to what happened with each split second and doing so a bit tentatively. He's just so much quicker than the avearge player that he could be frenetic and still make 
three defenders miss within a five-yard span in tight quarters. USC recovered the fumble. Allen's next target was a 14-yarder on 1st and 10 with 11:38 in the first quarter from a 
21 personnel, 1x1 receiver set. Allen was split to the strong side of the formation with a CB two yards off the line. Allen ran a slant as the CB immediately bailed after the snap. 
Allen caught the ball in front of him with his hands while in stride about seven yards downfield with the CB four yards behind him and coming down the line to meet Allen as the 
WR turned upfield . They collided at the first down marker but Allen did a good job lowering his shoulder into the contact and driving forward another four yards after the hit. 
Allen was wide open on a 10-yard out at the sideline on a bootleg left with 5:28 in the first quarter. He caught the ball with his hands near the boundary and stepped out. He 
found the opening in the zone and settled to the left boundary. Allen gained another five yards two plays later on 2nd and 10 ith 4:20 in the first quarter from a 10 personnel, 
3x1 shotgun set. Allen ran a short square-in that he caught at his back shoulder as the defender tried to cut the route over top. He caught the ball while taking the hit. He set up 
the break with a sharp jab step outside. He didn't attack the ball out of his break, but the position of the pass helped him make the catch in tight coverage attacking the pass. 
Allen was technically targeted on an in-breaking route inside the right hash on 2nd and 23 with 6:43 in the half but the QB rushed a throw under pressure and didn't see the LB 
in underneath zone. Allen had no chance on the pass thrown in his direction and the LB made the interception. Just a poor QB decision to throw the ball in that direction. Allen 
gained 18 yards on a 1st and 10  pass with 2:31 in the half from a 2x1 receiver, 20 personnel shotgun formation. Allen was slot right with a CB playing shallow zone but 
crowding him at the line of scrimmage. The CB didn't pressed Allen, who took an outside release and then cut over top CB to the inside on a dagger route just underneath two 
DBs 16 yards downfield near the right hash. He caught the ball out of his break, a nice flat break, with his hands and turned inside the safety to get a couple more before that DB 
wrapped him to the ground. Allen gained 27 yards on a 1st and 10 pass from a 2x2, 10 personnel shotgun set with 7:58 in the third quarter as the outside receiver on the right 
side with a defender in zone seven yards off the ball inside Allen at the right hash. Allen ran a crossing route five yards past the line of scrimmage, making a good break inside 
that was fou yards under the DB. He caught the ball on the run five yards past the line in the middle of the field and took it up the left flat about 12 yards before dipping outside 
the CB coming up the left flat to tackle him. Allen hurdled the CB diving for his legs to reach the sideline by the time he was 15 yards downfield. The hurdle was effortless and he 
didn't break stride as he turned up the boundary behind a teammate and zoomed past the remaining defneders for what appeared to be a long score, but he stepped out of 
bounds 12 yards up the sideline for a total 27 on the play. Allen gained 18 yards on a 1st and 10 pass with 0:40 in the third quarter from an 11 personnel weakside trips shotgun 
set. Allen ran a corner route from his spot as the inside slot receiver on the trips side. He got open under the deep zone to make a grap with his hands over his head at the USC 
five, snatching the ball from the air and turning outside a wrap for another two yards to the three. He was exepecting more contact than he took at the point of the catch and did 
a good job of shielding the ball from the defender. He also did a good job dipping outside the LB in shallow zone to avoid contact at the start of his route. Allen was targeted on 
3rd and 8 with 12:41 in the game from a 1x3 receiver, 10 personnel set as the outside slot receiver in the trips side of the formation. Allen ran a smash screen that he caught 
facing the QB with his hands a yard behind the line of scrimmag with Cal line in good position to make blocks in the middle of the field. Allen ran outside the wall but stayed 
tight enough to the right hash to get eight yards downfield before he was wrapped by the backside linebacker. Allen falled forward for another three to get the first down. Very 
decisive run, good burst and finish on the play. Allen gained 14 yard on the next play, a 21 personnel strongside I pistol set with both receivers strong side with 12:13 left. Allen 
was slot left against a zone defender five yards off the line. The WR got inside the defender with a stutter and then broke inside the flat to make the catch 12 yards downfield 
with his hands with a CB in the flat heading straight for him. Allen made a quick dip inside for another two yards. Allen was targeted on 2nd and 5 with 11:00 left from a 2x1, 10 
personnel shotgun set as the single receiver on the left side, but the hook route was thrown way too high for him to catch. Allen was targeted on the next play on 3rd and 5 with 
10:56 left from a 1x3, 10 personnel set on a cross just under two defneders. The throw was ill advised and Allen let the ball go through his hands as he extended ahead of an LB 
over top to catch it, taking hits from two defenders as it pass through his hands. The route was a yard shy of the marker and the position of the LB didn't make it a good option 
for the QB to throw it. By NFL standards Allen should have caught the ball but it was a bad throw. Allen gained eight yards on a 1sta dn 10 pass with 5:14 left from a 10 
personnel 2x2 shotgun set. Allen was stacked behind the slot receiver on the right side and ran a quick drag route to the right flat with 5:05, makign the catch with his hands 
near his back shoulder a yard past the line of scrimmage at the numbers of the flat. He turned up the right sideline and dove over top the cutting CB to land out of bounds four 
yards past the point of his leap. He lost his helmet as he somersaulted to his feet out of bounds. He gained another three on the next play from a 2nd and 2 empty set with 4:48 
left. He ran a quick jerk route breaking outside at the first down marker to make the catch. He was hit on the outside hip by the DB as he turned upfield and dropped for three. 
Allen's final catch was an 18-yard completion on 3rd and 5 with 3:47 left from a 2x2, 10 personnel shotgun set on an out from the slot. He caught eh ball in the right flat with his 
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hand just under the safety and gained a yard before he was wrapped by the DB and pushed out of bounds. Allen was targeted on 4th and 15 with 2:54 left from a 1x2 receiver, 
20 personnel shotgun set as the slot left receiver. The route was deep cross that the LB in shallow zone undercut and batted down. Allen was targeted on 1st and 10 with 2:10 
left from slot left with 2:09 left on a scramble cdrill where he broke down the left sideline and nearly caught a pass thrown a little too far outside the boundary. Like Marvin Jones 
a few plays before in the previosu series, he extended his arms and got a hand on the ball but had to lean out of bounds just to reach it.
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Allen gained another four yards on the next play from an 11-personnel, weakside trips, pistol set with the RB flanking the QB to the trips side of the formation. Allen was the 
inside slot receiver and he drifted to the right flat behind the line of scrimmage to catch a screen pass about three yards deep. He turned back to the QB, caught the ball with his 
hands over his inside shoulder and turned up the flat to see a DB about two feet away from him coming through his teammate trying to block the defender from the outside. 
Allen made a highly impressive, tight spin move to the inside that made the defender miss and give his teammate a second chance to hit the defender. Allen finished his spin 
facing downfield a foot from the line of scrimmage and with two defenders in sight coming from the inside. He made a sharp cut inside the first downfender and then cut outside 
the second defender all within the span of two seconds. He earned four yards, but the backside pursuit wrapped him from behind and swatted the ball from his grasp. It was a 
perfect punch with the wrap, but Allen still could have carried the ball higher to his body. Allen's moves were spectacular and his quickness was fantastic considering that it was 
apparent he wsn't playing decisively as a runner as much as he was reacting to what happened with each split second and doing so a bit tentatively. He's just so much quicker 
than the avearge player that he could be frenetic and still make three defenders miss within a five-yard span in tight quarters. USC recovered the fumble. Allen gained 27 yards 
on a 1st and 10 pass from a 2x2, 10 personnel shotgun set with 7:58 in the third quarter as the outside receiver on the right side with a defender in zone seven yards off the ball 
inside Allen at the right hash. Allen ran a crossing route five yards past the line of scrimmage, making a good break inside that was fou yards under the DB. He caught the ball 
on the run five yards past the line in the middle of the field and took it up the left flat about 12 yards before dipping outside the CB coming up the left flat to tackle him. Allen 
hurdled the CB diving for his legs to reach the sideline by the time he was 15 yards downfield. The hurdle was effortless and he didn't break stride as he turned up the boundary 
behind a teammate and zoomed past the remaining defneders for what appeared to be a long score, but he stepped out of bounds 12 yards up the sideline for a total 27 on the 
play.  Allen gained eight yards on a 1sta dn 10 pass with 5:14 left from a 10 personnel 2x2 shotgun set. Allen was stacked behind the slot receiver on the right side and ran a 
quick drag route to the right flat with 5:05, makign the catch with his hands near his back shoulder a yard past the line of scrimmage at the numbers of the flat. He turned up 
the right sideline and dove over top the cutting CB to land out of bounds four yards past the point of his leap. He lost his helmet as he somersaulted to his feet out of bounds.
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Allen gained another four yards on the next play from an 11-personnel, weakside trips, pistol set with the RB flanking the QB to the trips side of the formation. Allen was the 
inside slot receiver and he drifted to the right flat behind the line of scrimmage to catch a screen pass about three yards deep. He turned back to the QB, caught the ball with 
his hands over his inside shoulder and turned up the flat to see a DB about two feet away from him coming through his teammate trying to block the defender from the outside. 
Allen made a highly impressive, tight spin move to the inside that made the defender miss and give his teammate a second chance to hit the defender. Allen finished his spin 
facing downfield a foot from the line of scrimmage and with two defenders in sight coming from the inside. He made a sharp cut inside the first downfender and then cut outside 
the second defender all within the span of two seconds. He earned four yards, but the backside pursuit wrapped him from behind and swatted the ball from his grasp. It was a 
perfect punch with the wrap, but Allen still could have carried the ball higher to his body. Allen's moves were spectacular and his quickness was fantastic considering that it was 
apparent he wsn't playing decisively as a runner as much as he was reacting to what happened with each split second and doing so a bit tentatively. He's just so much quicker 
than the avearge player that he could be frenetic and still make three defenders miss within a five-yard span in tight quarters. USC recovered the fumble. Allen gained 27 yards 
on a 1st and 10 pass from a 2x2, 10 personnel shotgun set with 7:58 in the third quarter as the outside receiver on the right side with a defender in zone seven yards off the 
ball inside Allen at the right hash. Allen ran a crossing route five yards past the line of scrimmage, making a good break inside that was fou yards under the DB. He caught the 
ball on the run five yards past the line in the middle of the field and took it up the left flat about 12 yards before dipping outside the CB coming up the left flat to tackle him. 
Allen hurdled the CB diving for his legs to reach the sideline by the time he was 15 yards downfield. The hurdle was effortless and he didn't break stride as he turned up the 
boundary behind a teammate and zoomed past the remaining defneders for what appeared to be a long score, but he stepped out of bounds 12 yards up the sideline for a total 
27 on the play. He should have carried the ball under his sideline arm on the run, but he never switched the football from his inside arm. Allen was targeted on 3rd and 8 with 
12:41 in the game from a 1x3 receiver, 10 personnel set as the outside slot receiver in the trips side of the formation. Allen ran a smash screen that he caught facing the QB 
with his hands a yard behind the line of scrimmag with Cal line in good position to make blocks in the middle of the field. Allen ran outside the wall but stayed tight enough to 
the right hash to get eight yards downfield before he was wrapped by the backside linebacker. Allen falled forward for another three to get the first down. Very decisive run, 
good burst and finish on the play. Good job carrying the ball under his left arm on this play. He doesn't have the classic three points of contact that he'll need to exhibit more 
consistently in the NFL to avoid turnovers, but the security was adequate.
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Allen gained 27 yards on a 1st and 10 pass from a 2x2, 10 personnel shotgun set with 7:58 in the third quarter as the outside receiver on the right side with a defender in zone 
seven yards off the ball inside Allen at the right hash. Allen ran a crossing route five yards past the line of scrimmage, making a good break inside that was fou yards under the 
DB. He caught the ball on the run five yards past the line in the middle of the field and took it up the left flat about 12 yards before dipping outside the CB coming up the left 
flat to tackle him. Allen hurdled the CB diving for his legs to reach the sideline by the time he was 15 yards downfield. The hurdle was effortless and he didn't break stride as he 
turned up the boundary behind a teammate and zoomed past the remaining defneders for what appeared to be a long score, but he stepped out of bounds 12 yards up the 
sideline for a total 27 on the play. Good balance while changing direction and turning up the sideline.  He gained another three on the next play from a 2nd and 2 empty set 
with 4:48 left. He ran a quick jerk route breaking outside at the first down marker to make the catch. He was hit on the outside hip by the DB as he turned upfield and dropped 
for three.
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Good stalk, angle, punch, and sustain of a block by Allen on the slot DB on 1st and 10 with 5:03 in the half. His movements with his hands were crisp and well placed and he 
drove the defender backwards a few steps until the whistle.
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Allen gained another four yards on the next play from an 11-personnel, weakside trips, pistol set with the RB flanking the QB to the trips side of the formation. Allen was the 
inside slot receiver and he drifted to the right flat behind the line of scrimmage to catch a screen pass about three yards deep. He turned back to the QB, caught the ball with 
his hands over his inside shoulder and turned up the flat to see a DB about two feet away from him coming through his teammate trying to block the defender from the outside. 
Allen made a highly impressive, tight spin move to the inside that made the defender miss and give his teammate a second chance to hit the defender. Allen finished his spin 
facing downfield a foot from the line of scrimmage and with two defenders in sight coming from the inside. He made a sharp cut inside the first downfender and then cut outside 
the second defender all within the span of two seconds. He earned four yards, but the backside pursuit wrapped him from behind and swatted the ball from his grasp. It was a 
perfect punch with the wrap, but Allen still could have carried the ball higher to his body. Allen's moves were spectacular and his quickness was fantastic considering that it was 
apparent he wsn't playing decisively as a runner as much as he was reacting to what happened with each split second and doing so a bit tentatively. He's just so much quicker 
than the avearge player that he could be frenetic and still make three defenders miss within a five-yard span in tight quarters. USC recovered the fumble. Allen gained 18 yards 
on a 1st and 10  pass with 2:31 in the half from a 2x1 receiver, 20 personnel shotgun formation. Allen was slot right with a CB playing shallow zone but crowding him at the 
line of scrimmage. The CB didn't pressed Allen, who took an outside release and then cut over top CB to the inside on a dagger route just underneath two DBs 16 yards 
downfield near the right hash. He caught the ball out of his break, a nice flat break, with his hands and turned inside the safety to get a couple more before that DB wrapped 
him to the ground. Allen gained 18 yards on a 1st and 10  pass with 2:31 in the half from a 2x1 receiver, 20 personnel shotgun formation. Allen was slot right with a CB playing 
shallow zone but crowding him at the line of scrimmage. The CB didn't pressed Allen, who took an outside release and then cut over top CB to the inside on a dagger route just 
underneath two DBs 16 yards downfield near the right hash. He caught the ball out of his break, a nice flat break, with his hands and turned inside the safety to get a couple 
more before that DB wrapped him to the ground. Allen gained 27 yards on a 1st and 10 pass from a 2x2, 10 personnel shotgun set with 7:58 in the third quarter as the outside 
receiver on the right side with a defender in zone seven yards off the ball inside Allen at the right hash. Allen ran a crossing route five yards past the line of scrimmage, making 
a good break inside that was fou yards under the DB. He caught the ball on the run five yards past the line in the middle of the field and took it up the left flat about 12 yards 
before dipping outside the CB coming up the left flat to tackle him. Allen hurdled the CB diving for his legs to reach the sideline by the time he was 15 yards downfield. The 
hurdle was effortless and he didn't break stride as he turned up the boundary behind a teammate and zoomed past the remaining defneders for what appeared to be a long 
score, but he stepped out of bounds 12 yards up the sideline for a total 27 on the play. Excellent open field running even if he stepped out of bounds before he could break up 
the boundary for a long score. Allen returned punts in this game as well. He gaiend five yards on a 4th and 11 punt with 2:50 in the third quarter. He let the ball bounce to him 
at the right hash and fielded it with two defenders coming over top. He turned otuside and nearly got the right flat for a huge gain, but the first defender over top was able to 
wrap Allen just as he began to accelerate. Allen was targeted on 3rd and 8 with 12:41 in the game from a 1x3 receiver, 10 personnel set as the outside slot receiver in the trips 
side of the formation. Allen ran a smash screen that he caught facing the QB with his hands a yard behind the line of scrimmag with Cal line in good position to make blocks in 
the middle of the field. Allen ran outside the wall but stayed tight enough to the right hash to get eight yards downfield before he was wrapped by the backside linebacker. Allen 
falled forward for another three to get the first down. Very decisive run, good burst and finish on the play. Allen gained 14 yard on the next play, a 21 personnel strongside I 
pistol set with both receivers strong side with 12:13 left. Allen was slot left against a zone defender five yards off the line. The WR got inside the defender with a stutter and 
then broke inside the flat to make the catch 12 yards downfield with his hands with a CB in the flat heading straight for him. Allen made a quick dip inside for another two yards.
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Allen's first target was a 3rd and 7 target for 10 yrads with 13:40 in the first quarter from a 10 personnel, 3x1 receiver shotgun set. Allen was split wide left on the trips side of 
the formation with a cornerback three yards off the line of scrimmage. Allen ran a quick slant against this cushion, catching the ball just across the face of the CB six yards 
downfield. He caught the ball with his hands, but very close to his body as the defender wrapped him from behind. Allen nearly twisted free of the wrap by turning up the left 
hash, falling fowrad another four yards after he broke free but lost his balance in the process. Good catch in traffic. Allen was targeted on 3rd and 8 with 12:41 in the game from 
a 1x3 receiver, 10 personnel set as the outside slot receiver in the trips side of the formation. Allen ran a smash screen that he caught facing the QB with his hands a yard 
behind the line of scrimmag with Cal line in good position to make blocks in the middle of the field. Allen ran outside the wall but stayed tight enough to the right hash to get 
eight yards downfield before he was wrapped by the backside linebacker. Allen falled forward for another three to get the first down. Very decisive run, good burst and finish on 
the play.
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